Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Psoriasis is a common immune-mediated skin disorder that affects approximately 2%--4% of the general population.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\] The etiology of psoriasis is not known but is believed to be the interplay between genetic predisposition and environmental factors.\[[@ref3]\] It has been demonstrated that patients with psoriasis have an increased prevalence of comorbidities, especially metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular diseases.\[[@ref4][@ref5][@ref6][@ref7]\] Premature atherosclerosis as a result of oxidative stress and inflammatory cytokines--associated chronic inflammation of psoriasis is believed to play an essential role in this increased risk.\[[@ref8][@ref9]\]

Patients with psoriasis also have a higher prevalence of psychiatric comorbidities, particularly anxiety and depression.\[[@ref10][@ref11][@ref12]\] A study found that the prevalence of depressive symptoms among patients with psoriasis was as high as 60%.\[[@ref10]\] This could be the result of reduction in quality of life, psychological stress, and loss in work productivity associated with the disease\[[@ref13]\] which could be substantial as about one-third of patients with psoriasis missed at least a day of work every month due to the illness. The estimated annual loss in productivity due to this absenteeism is almost 8 billion dollars in the United States.\[[@ref14]\] In addition, a study has demonstrated that the negative impact on the quality of life of psoriasis is comparable to other major illnesses such as cancer, heart disease, and diabetes mellitus.\[[@ref15]\] More recent studies have suggested that patients with psoriasis may also have a higher risk of psychotic disorders, including schizophrenia.\[[@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19][@ref20]\] The current systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted with the aim to summarize all available evidence to better characterize the association between psoriasis and schizophrenia.

Methods {#sec1-2}
=======

Search strategy {#sec2-1}
---------------

Two investigators (P.U. and K.W.) independently performed systematic literature review in MEDLINE and Embase database from inception to March 2018 using the search terms that comprised the terms for psoriasis and schizophrenia as described in supplementary data 1. No language restriction was applied. References of selected review articles were also manually searched for additional studies.

Inclusion criteria {#sec2-2}
------------------

The eligibility criteria included the following: (1) cohort study or case--control study comparing the risk of schizophrenia between patients with psoriasis and subjects without psoriasis (i.e., for cohort study, cases were patients with psoriasis, whereas comparators were subjects without psoriasis and the outcome of interest was schizophrenia; for case--control study, cases were patients with schizophrenia, whereas controls were subjects without schizophrenia and the exposure of interest was psoriasis), (2) relative risk (RR), hazard ratio (HR), odds ratio (OR), or standardized incidence ratio (SIR) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) or sufficient raw data to calculate these ratios were provided.

The two investigators (P.U. and K.W.) independently reviewed the articles and determined their eligibility. In the case that the two investigators had different opinions, the article was reviewed with the third investigator (W.C.) for the final determination of the eligibility. The quality of the included studies was assessed using Newcastle-Ottawa Score.\[[@ref21]\] This scale assessed each study in three areas including (1) the recruitment of the participants, (2) the comparability between cases and controls, and (3) the ascertainment of the outcomes of interest for cohort study and exposures of interest for case--control study.

Data extraction {#sec2-3}
---------------

A standardized data collection form was used to extract the following information: first author\'s name, title of the study, year of publication, year of study, country where the study was conducted, background population, method used to identify and verify diagnosis of psoriasis and schizophrenia, number of study subjects, duration of follow-up (for cohort study), demographic data of subjects, confounders that were adjusted, and adjusted effect estimates with 95% CI. The data extraction process was also performed by the two investigators (P.U. and K.W.). Data extracted by each investigator were cross-checked for any discrepancies.

Statistical analysis {#sec2-4}
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using Review Manager 5.3 software from the Cochrane Collaboration (London, UK). Point estimates from each study were combined together using the generic inverse-variance technique of DerSimonian and Laird.\[[@ref22]\] As the outcome of interest in this study was relatively uncommon, RR from cohort study was used as an estimate for OR to calculate the pooled effect estimate with OR from case--control study. Similarly, if a cohort study reported HR (i.e., study that conducted time-to-event analysis) or SIR (i.e., study that used general population as comparators) instead of RR, the reported HR or SIR will be used as an estimate for RR. Random-effect model, rather than a fixed-effect model, was used because the underlying principle of this model that the underlying truth of each study is different due to different study designs and background populations is generally more applicable to most meta-analyses. This model would also allow a better generalization of the results. Cochran\'s *Q* test and *I*^2^ statistic were used to evaluate statistical heterogeneity. This *I*^2^ statistic quantifies the proportion of total variation across studies that is due to true heterogeneity rather than chance. A value of *I*^2^ of 0%--25% represents insignificant heterogeneity, \>25% but ≤50% low heterogeneity, \>50% but ≤75% moderate heterogeneity, and \>75% high heterogeneity.\[[@ref23]\] Visualization of funnel plot was used to assess publication bias.

This systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted in accordance with the recommendations from Preferred reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) which is provided as supplementary data 2.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

The search strategy yielded 294 potentially relevant articles (245 articles from Embase and 49 articles from MEDLINE). After exclusion of 47 duplicated articles, 247 articles underwent title and abstract review. A total 204 articles were excluded at this stage as they were clearly not cohort or case--control studies (they were case reports, review articles, editorials, or interventional studies, etc.), leaving 43 articles for full-length article review. After the full-length review, 38 articles were excluded as they were not comparative study or did not report the exposure or outcome of interest. Finally, five studies (one retrospective cohort study and four case--control studies) with more than 6 million participants were included into the meta-analysis.\[[@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19][@ref20]\] [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} outlines the systematic review process to identify the relevant studies. The characteristics and quality assessment of the included studies are provided in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

![Systematic literature review process](JPGM-65-141-g001){#F1}

###### 

Characteristics of the studies included in this meta-analysis of the association between psoriasis and schizophrenia

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                Eaton *et al*.\[[@ref16]\]                                                                                                                       Benros *et al*.\[[@ref17]\]                                                                                         Yang *et al*.\[[@ref18]\]                                                                                                        Chen *et al*.\[[@ref19]\]                                                                                          Gabilondo *et al*.\[[@ref20]\]
  --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Country                                       Denmark                                                                                                                                          Denmark                                                                                                             Taiwan                                                                                                                           Taiwan                                                                                                             Spain

  Study design                                  Case-control study                                                                                                                               Retrospective cohort study                                                                                          Case-control study                                                                                                               Case-control study                                                                                                 Case-control study

  Year of publication                           2006                                                                                                                                             2011                                                                                                                2011                                                                                                                             2012                                                                                                               2017

  Number of participants                        200,294 (7,704 cases/192,590 controls)                                                                                                           3.77 million                                                                                                        92,700 (46,350 cases/46,350 controls)                                                                                            118,921 (10,811 cases/108,100 controls)                                                                            2,255,406 (7,331 cases/2,248,075 controls)

  Subjects                                      Cases: Patients with schizophrenia were identified from the database of 15 Danish psychiatric facilities between 1981 and 1998\                  Cases: Patients with psoriasis were identified from the Danish National Hospital Register between 1977 and 2006.\   Cases: Patients with schizophrenia were identified from the National Health Insurance Research Database between 1997 and 2001\   Cases: Patients with schizophrenia were identified from the National Health Insurance Research Database in 2005\   Cases: Patients with schizophrenia were identified from the database of the Basque Health System which provides universal health coverage to all residents of Basque Country\
                                                Controls: Sex- and age-matched controls were randomly selected from general population through the Integrated Database for Longitudinal Labor\   The rest of the patients without diagnosis of autoimmune diseases in the register served as comparators.\           Controls: Sex- and age-matched controls were randomly selected from the same underlying population                               Controls: Sex- and age-matched controls were randomly selected from the same underlying population                 Controls: The rest of the residents in the database serve as controls
                                                Market Research                                                                                                                                  Comparators: The rest of the patients without diagnosis of psoriasis in the register served as comparators                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  Diagnosis of psoriasis                        Presence of diagnostic codes of psoriasis in the database                                                                                        Presence of diagnostic codes of psoriasis in the database                                                           Presence of diagnostic codes of psoriasis in the database                                                                        Presence of diagnostic codes of psoriasis in the database                                                          Presence of diagnostic codes of psoriasis in the database

  Diagnosis of schizophrenia                    Presence of diagnostic codes of schizophrenia in the database                                                                                    Presence of diagnostic codes of schizophrenia in the database                                                       Presence of diagnostic codes of schizophrenia in the database                                                                    Presence of diagnostic codes of schizophrenia in the database                                                      Presence of diagnostic codes of schizophrenia in the database

  Characteristics of participants               Not reported                                                                                                                                     Not reported                                                                                                        Not reported                                                                                                                     Sex:\                                                                                                              Sex:\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Cases: 45.1% female\                                                                                               Cases: 39.7% female\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Control: 50.5% female\                                                                                             Control: 51.0% female\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Geography:\                                                                                                        Mean age\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Cases:\                                                                                                            Cases: 48.6 years\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Urban 23.1%\                                                                                                       Control: 43.9 years
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Suburban 61.4%\                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Rural 12.2%\                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Unknown 3.2%\                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Control:\                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Urban 31.9%\                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Suburban 57.9%\                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Rural 7.8%\                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Unknown 2.4%                                                                                                      

  Confounder adjustment                         Age, sex, urbanization, socioeconomic status, and family history of schizophrenia                                                                Age, sex, and calendar year                                                                                         Age, sex, urbanization, socioeconomic status, and geographic location                                                            Age, sex, and geographic location                                                                                  Age, sex, and deprivation index

  Quality assessment (Newcastle-Ottawa scale)   Selection: 3\                                                                                                                                    Selection: 3\                                                                                                       Selection: 3\                                                                                                                    Selection: 3\                                                                                                      Selection: 3\
                                                Comparability: 2\                                                                                                                                Comparability: 1\                                                                                                   Comparability: 2\                                                                                                                Comparability: 2\                                                                                                  Comparability: 1\
                                                Outcome: 3                                                                                                                                       Outcome: 3                                                                                                          Outcome: 3                                                                                                                       Outcome: 3                                                                                                         Outcome: 3
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pooled analysis of all studies demonstrated a significantly increased risk of schizophrenia in patients with psoriasis with the pooled OR of 1.41 (95% CI, 1.19--1.66). The statistical heterogeneity was low with an *I*^2^ of 33%. The forest plot of this meta-analysis is demonstrated in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Forest plot of this meta-analysis](JPGM-65-141-g002){#F2}

To confirm the robustness of the results, jackknife sensitivity analysis was conducted by excluding one study at a time from the complete analysis which gave us five different meta-analyses (each meta-analysis contained four primary studies). The pooled OR of these five meta-analyses ranged from 1.28 to 1.55 with the lower bounds of the corresponding CIs remaining above 1.0. The results of jackknife sensitivity analysis suggested that the significantly positive pooled effect estimate was a result of the included studies as whole, not driven by just one study with an outsized influence.

Evaluation for publication bias {#sec2-5}
-------------------------------

Funnel plot to evaluate publication bias is demonstrated in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The graph is symmetric and is not suggestive of the presence of publication bias in favor of studies with higher OR.

![Funnel plot of this meta-analysis](JPGM-65-141-g003){#F3}

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

This study is the first systematic review and meta-analysis to comprehensively combine all available data on the risk of schizophrenia among patients with psoriasis. A significantly elevated risk was found with 41% increased odds of schizophrenia compared with subjects without psoriasis. Sensitivity analysis showed that the results of this meta-analysis were robust and were not dependent on just one primary study. This increased risk may warrant more attention from dermatologists and other healthcare providers on psychiatric health of patients with psoriasis. Evaluation by psychiatrist may be required if patients develop any signs and symptoms of psychosis.

Why do patients with psoriasis have a higher risk of schizophrenia is not well-understood and further studies are required. Nonetheless, there are few possible explanations.

Schizophrenia is the most common psychotic disorder with unknown etiology. According to the mild encephalitis hypothesis, which is supported by studies on immunology of the brain and cerebrospinal fluid, inflammation of the central nervous system (CNS) may play a pivotal role in the initiation and perpetuation of schizophrenia in a significant subgroup of patients.\[[@ref24][@ref25][@ref26][@ref27]\] These studies also suggest a significant role of T helper (Th17) cells for the initiation and progression of the inflammation in the CNS.\[[@ref24][@ref25][@ref26][@ref27]\] Interestingly, Th17 cells and tumor necrosis factor-alpha also play an essential role in the pathogenesis of psoriasis.\[[@ref28][@ref29]\] Thus, it is possible that dysregulated Th17 cells could be the shared underlying etiology that predisposes patients to both conditions.

PSORS1 on chromosome 6p21.3 is a known major susceptibility locus for psoriasis.\[[@ref30][@ref31]\] Interestingly, a study has demonstrated that a nearby region on chromosome 6p22.1 is associated with the higher risk of schizophrenia.\[[@ref32]\] Due to their proximity, the susceptibility genes for psoriasis and schizophrenia may be transmitted together and, thus, a higher likelihood of the two conditions occurring in the same individual.

It is also possible the apparent increased risk of schizophrenia among patients with psoriasis is the result of surveillance bias as patients with psoriasis may have more medical examinations because they have chronic illness that requires a regular follow-up. Therefore, any additional illnesses may be more likely to be recognized and diagnosed compares with those with less exposure to medical community. In fact, the case--control study by Chen *et al.*\[[@ref19]\] investigated the odds of having different types of chronic illnesses among patients with schizophrenia (in comparison to individuals without schizophrenia) and found significantly increased odds of 5 chronic diseases (out of 16 examined diseases). The highest observed OR was hypersensitivity vasculitis, followed by celiac disease, pernicious anemia, psoriasis, and Grave\'s disease.

This study has some limitations that need to be acknowledged. The major limitation is related to the methodology of the primary studies included into the meta-analysis as all of them were coding-based medical registry study which may have a limited accuracy of disease classification. Even though the systematic review was comprehensive, the number of available studies was relatively small which could limit the precision and generalizability of the pooled results. In addition, the limited number of eligible studies would limit the utility of evaluation for publication by funnel plot. It is still possible that publication bias in favor of studies with higher OR may have been present. Finally, over half of the included studies did not provide data on the characteristics of their participants. Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate whether their participants were representative of all patients with schizophrenia which could affect the internal validity of the studies.

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

This systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrated a significantly increased risk of schizophrenia among patients with psoriasis. Dermatologists and other healthcare providers who take care of patients with psoriasis should be aware of this increased risk and early referral to psychiatrist may be required if signs and symptoms of psychosis are suspected.
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